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01. Active contribution

digital matatus

02. Thinking partners

SSATP

Africa Transport Policy Program
02. Value proposition

Develop « digital commons »

- Scaling up
- Leverage power of standards
- Improve cost efficiency of data collection
- Enable data sovereignty (vs data dependency)

Resource center as a backbone
03. **Use case 1**

Local Authorities can be inspired by other relevant experience to be able to develop their own mapping project.
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03. **Use case 2**

World Bank, NGO, Private Stakeholders can have access easily to datasets to be able to carry on their own studies
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03. **Use case 3**  
People from community can connect to be able to work together and build rather than duplicate
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People from community can connect to be able to work together and build rather than duplicate
03. **Use case 4**

OSM local community or consultants can have access to tools to be able to develop skills smoothly.
03. Use case 4
OSM local community or consultants can have access to tools to be able to develop skills smoothly
Example of Abidjan mapping
Co construction with Côte d’Ivoire Government

- **Starting point:** Needs and objectives defined by Ministry of Transport to understand current situation of paratransit

- **Add value of AFD:** connection with previous experiences and technical assistance on methodology / terms of reference

- **Included in terms of reference:**
  - Data Format (GTFS & OSM) and Licence (OdBL)
  - Tools upgrade open source
  - Upload all results open on the resource center

- Resource center store the data
04. **Next steps**
Beta Version – work in progress

[www.digitaltransport4africa.org](http://www.digitaltransport4africa.org)

- Coming soon in French
- Beta version will be upgrade from a project to an other, gather different knowledge
- **Our ambition is to be trustworthy third party:** join us, participate, upload your data, use tools, etc...
- Comments and feedback welcome!
Thank you for your attention